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Abstract
Arguments for electricity market reforms used by governments and international agencies are not often
studied. We survey them to show that they are all based on the same economic principle, which supports
competition. This principle is explicitly stated here, in the perspective of the electricity industry. However,
the review of real deregulation processes in different countries, and a more throughout presentation of
the Finnish case, show that reaching the goal of reforms, efficiency through competition, is not so
straightforward. This conclusion is supported by many research results found in the energy economics
literature. We present the main methodologies used in these works (econometrics and simulation) and
summarize their conclusion concerning the outcome of electricity market reforms.

1. Introduction

Numbers of countries around the world have undertaken regulatory reforms in their
electricity industry, with a growing literature to document it, e.g. Gilbert and Kahn
(1996), Yajima (1997) or Zaccour (1998). This coverage has a very wide range, but
only very few studies make the link between implemented reforms and their
performance with regard to the goals of deregulation. On one side, a part of the
literature promotes the liberalization of the electric industry (e.g. Demsetz, 1968,
Joskow, 1998, Navarro, 1996), and on the other side, research is done to study different
market structures (e.g. for transmission, see Einhorn and Siddiqi, 1996, or Schweppe et
al., 1988, for spot markets and pools, see Barker et al., 1997). Policy makers,
presumably endorsing the arguments of the former literature, implement reforms
inspired from studies made in the latter one. The question of knowing if these structures
fulfill or can possibly fulfill reforms' expectations still remains open. Some studies
review impacts of ownership and market integration (see for example the surveys of
Banks, 1996, Kwoka, 1996, Pollitt, 1997, and Walker and Lough, 1997), based on
different criteria. However, they do not analyze directly the official ground for reforms
on which stand governments and international agencies and they don't cover extensively
one specific case.

This chapter surveys the arguments put forward for deregulation in official documents,
relates them with economic theory and confronts them with different evidences, mainly
taken from applied economics studies. Among other illustrative cases, we describe the
Finnish electricity industry and reform process in more details. This example is of
interest for at least two reasons. First the structure of the Finnish electricity industry has
been unique and, in some occasions, at odd with most countries' electricity structure. Its
portray is in itself clearly appealing when considering industry structure possibilities.
Second, electricity reforms in Nordic countries, with England and New Zealand, are
often referred to as classical examples. But although Finland is a Nordic country, a
larger focus has been given to the Norwegian and Swedish cases (e.g. Hjalmarsson,
1996, Amundsen and Bergman, 1998, or Midttun and Summerton, 1998). Since some
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significant features distinguish the Finnish market, an extensive presentation of it could
help to understand the unifying movement observed in the Nordic electricity markets.

First, we expose the argumentation supporting the reforms in the electricity sector,
together with a picture of possible areas of reform. Secondly, we give a short overview
of electricity market reforms in different countries, and fully describe the Finnish
reforms. In a third part, we analyze these reforms with respect to their goal (as stated in
the first part), in the light of the results obtained by research assessing the benefit of
different market organizations.

2. Arguments and target of electricity industry reforms

"It is not immediately clear, however, why reorganization of this industry is occurring
now, what are the driving forces, and whether there will be an international
convergence in its structure". This comment made by Richard J. Gilbert, Edward P.
Kahn and David M. Newbery in Gilbert and Kahn (1996) shows that even for experts of
the field, the explanation of electricity deregulation is not completely manifest. We aim
in this section at shedding some light on these driving forces. First, we review some
important energy policy texts promoting deregulation, to see what is aimed and why, at
the more general level of policy making. Second, we present the main economic
arguments for the reorganization of the electricity sector. The grounds and target of this
trend becomes then more precise. Available assessment strategies are reviewed at the
end of this section.

2.1 Official texts on market reforms

Market reforms are put into force through new laws or amendments to previous laws.
These texts are usually difficult to read3, except for some energy lawyers and policy
makers. They also present very limited justification, if any, for the new rules they are
stating. This explains why we have to rely on more general policy documents. Here we
highlight the typical justifications given in such documents of different countries. A
certain convergence will be observed.

The 1998 American Comprehensive Electricity Competition Act (CECA)

In July 1998, a bill aiming "more competitive electric power industry, and other
purposes"4 was given to the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United
States of America to be enacted. Although a supporting analysis (U.S. Department of
Energy, 1998b) was accompanying the bill, to "quantify the economic and
environmental benefits of retail competition in electric markets"5, a general presentation
of incentives behind the reform process cannot be found in such document. This
document presents only the expected savings American electricity consumers would
make according to the model used for the analysis. This model assumes perfect
competition in the retail electricity market and aims at describing accurately the real
market after the implementation of the CECA.

To have a more general overview of the American reform process in electricity markets,
one can rely on documents published by the Energy Information Administration (EIA),
such as EIA (1996) or (undated). However, these documents, although prepared within

                                                       
3 Reading the original text of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), initiating the
deregulating movement in the United States in 1978, is a convincing example. The complete text is
available at www.ferc.fed.us, the web site of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
4 This is the first sentence of the U.S. Department of Energy's bill U.S. Department of Energy (1998a),
downloadable from its web site (www.doe.gov).
5 U.S. Department of Energy (1998b), page 1.
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the U.S. Department of Energy "should not be construed as advocating or reflecting any
policy position of the Department Energy or any other organization"6. Once this legal
proviso has been made, information from this source can however give a first picture of
the American reform's motivation. Three underlying factors are identified in EIA
(1996):

• the changing "regulatory climate" on monopolies;

• price differences between states;

• technological advances.

We present here the first and second ones, leaving the third for section 2.3, as this
argument is valid in all countries.

The first factor is not presented in details in any EIA document. This "changed climate"
pushing for competition is based on the "[belief] that consumers will benefit more from
an industry whose members must compete for customers than from an industry
composed of regulated monopolies"7. This belief probably arose from the "advantages
of competition over regulated monopolies" stressed by economists. We will develop this
economic argument in section 2.2, to make explicit a position that is very often stated as
a dogma to justify lesser regulation.

The electricity price differences between American States8 is the second appealing
factor for deregulation. It led to lobbies of consumers for free choice in electric supply.
As long as supply under free choice is physically feasible, this argument is
straightforward because consumers in areas having high prices want to have access to
low prices. Only customers in low price area should fear competition, because it will
make prices to converge to a single value9, between the two extremes.

The American policy is then driven by these three elements, belief in the virtues of
competition, price differences and technological advances. As reflected by the recently
proposed CECA and by previous regulatory reforms affecting wholesale markets10, the
main objective of this policy is clearly to strengthen competition in all electricity
markets.

An Energy Policy for the European Union

The European Union (EU) published in 1995 a white paper for its energy policy (EU,
1995). It describes the lines of actions and agenda each member state should follow. It
also contains a general introduction justifying this policy.

As long as it possible to summarize the main elements of this white paper, we can
mention that the justification, under the title "general framework", is characterized by
four major elements (paragraph 22):

• globalization of markets;

• increasing environmental concerns;

• technology developments;

                                                       
6 EIA (1996), page i.
7 All quotations of this paragraph come from EIA (1996), page 35.
8 From 2.9 cents/kWh in Kentucky to 8.9 in Rhode Island for industrial consumers (EIA, 1996).
9 Some regional differences will still exist when considering transmission price and constraints, but they
should not be as large as in the regulated case.
10 The most known of these reforms are the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) of 1978, the
Energy Policy Act (EPACT) of 1992 and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)'s Order
888 and 889.
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• community institutional responsibilities.

Three objectives then arise for the energy sector (paragraph 46): (i) overall
competitiveness, (ii) security of energy supply and (iii) environmental protection. Once
some of these points are temperate by stating that "a choice has to be made on the
relative weight to be given to these respective policy objective" (paragraph 47), a main
result stem out of this white paper. Although no details are offered on how "weights"
have been chosen, the result in the case of electricity markets was "to liberalize the
internal market" in each country (paragraph 52). This will be implemented by
progressively free the customers from their single supplier and adapting the structure
accordingly, at a different pace for each member country.

Finland, as a EU member, should follow these directives. However, as it will be seen
soon, the market in this country is already far ahead of the EU requirements.

Reform of the Finnish Electricity Market

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) reviews all
competition policies of its members in OECD (1997a). As our main illustrative case is
Finland, we present now the justification given for the Finnish regulatory reform. It
consists mainly in two parts (OECD, 1997a, page 39):

• change in the energy and competition policies;

• international developments.

These developments are particularly strong in Norway and Sweden, and the goal is to
move toward a complete integration of these three electricity markets. Again, the main
objective was to introduce competition in order to have uniform market conditions
between these countries. In a Finnish government document (Ministry of Trade and
Industry, 1997a), it is said that the reform is "intended to ensure an efficient and
competitive electricity supply industry" (page 45), and its content aims at removing all
obstacle to competition.

These fragments of official documents are quite clear on the main objective. It is
liberalization, or in other words the introduction of competition. Looks at policy texts
from other countries would give a similar picture. The justification of this liberalization
is however less straightforward. Although some points are very clearly stated, they are
very general and refer mainly to general trends such as "change in the regulatory
climate" (first EIA factor), market "globalization" (first element of the EU with paper)
and "international developments" (second point of OECD, 1997a). In fact, we don't find
any further comments on why electricity markets should be part of this general trend.
But, on the other hand, it could also be asked what should prevent this industry to be
considered as all other industries? Why, indeed, electricity had a different economic
framework? To understand why electricity was considered differently and to fully
explain the grounds of actual reforms, an economic argument needs to be stated. It is
usually in mind, at least implicitly. We explicitly present it now.

2.2 Economic argument for competition

Standard microeconomics states that price should be equal to marginal cost to maximize
social welfare. In an electricity context, Brown and Johnson (1969) show this result.
This principle becomes nevertheless difficult to implement when one considers that (i)
electricity demand is time varying, (ii) electricity cannot be stored and (iii) fixed cost
recovery problems arise. Keeping these difficulties in mind, policy makers aiming at the
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maximization of social welfare should nevertheless favor marginal cost pricing, or a
tariff near to it. There are two ways to approach this result:

• to constrain producers by regulation to sell at marginal cost (or at a
reasonably close level);

• or to rely on the fact that producers will make that choice by themselves.

Traditionally, the first "compulsory" way was chosen because only one producer was
active, and in this case, the second way could not work. Indeed, fixing the price to
marginal cost is not the best thing that a monopoly can do to maximize its own benefit
(see for example Varian, 1992). The explanation of having a unique producer was that
the electricity industry had the features of a natural monopoly. A regulator or at least an
entity having some control over the monopoly was needed to guarantee that prices
would not go too far from the social objective. But this regulation is costly and does
also not go perfectly well with ideas of free choices, a concept valued in many
countries.

For these reasons, attempts to do without a regulator were formulated. As soon as
Demsetz (1968), the question "Why regulate utilities?" was asked. Demsetz offered an
argument to remove regulation, consisting mainly in stating that a monopoly situation
was not necessarily inducing high prices. The reason for this is that franchise
competition, inside the monopoly territory, could lead to the appropriate tariff11.
Although interesting, this way of introducing competition has not been followed. The
main reason is that the idea of having a global competitive environment seemed more
relevant since the natural monopoly nature of the electricity market was challenged.
How natural monopoly is contested will be seen in the next section. But what is
important to notice is that the perspective of marginal cost pricing naturally arising in
competitive setting led to a strong interest in attempt to remove the regulator. Indeed,
this solution has the advantage of relieving the need for a regulator (avoiding its cost
and the difficulty to accept its existence), while giving the desired result. Thus, behind
the official objective of liberalizing electricity market, there is this economic argument
of having a natural way to achieve marginal cost pricing, and efficiency (seen as the
maximization of social welfare).

This efficiency brought by marginal cost prices as a result of competition is only one
specific meaning of efficiency. Efficiency can be understood in many ways as Gunn
(1997) shows. Newbery (1998) discusses a broader meaning of efficiency, when he
reviews the state of the U.K. electricity market and reform process. In this broader
sense, efficiency is not only the maximal welfare obtained in a static situation, but also
the dynamic process of having constant adjustment to the lowest production costs.
Competition then is not only expected to bring prices to marginal cost, but should also
results in a more efficient use of resources. This result is in fact part of the standard
microeconomic theory and can be proven by showing that supply functions are obtained
by following a cost minimization process. Costs of production are at their minimum
under rational economic behavior of microeconomic agents in perfect competition12.

To sum up, in the economic argument advocating competition, we have the goal of
marginal cost pricing and minimal production cost. However, to accept this economical
argument, the traditional natural monopoly situation used to describe the electricity
                                                       
11 His argument can be viewed as a particular case of Bertrand (price) competition in oligopolistic
markets, where the price equilibrium arises at marginal cost. It goes as follow. All firms competing for
the franchise have to submit the selling price they would use if chosen. The firm with the lowest price
gets the exclusive right to supply the franchise. Thus, the auction process tends to result in marginal cost
pricing, as in Bertrand competition.
12 See for example Varian (1992), chapter 4-5.
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industry has to vanish. If not, the society could be better off in term of total cost
(efficiency in resource usage) in a regulated monopolistic situation. To see how natural
monopoly may not anymore be the relevant assumption in the electricity industry, we
present now the technological argument.

2.3 Technological argument

Natural monopolies have been studied widely (see for example the important article of
Baumol, 1977, Berg and Tschirhart, 1988, or economic textbooks on this subject such
as Schmalensee, 1979, or Train, 1991). Their main characteristic, as shown by Baumol
(1977) is the subadditivity of their cost function. But in the context of electricity, it will
be sufficient to characterize a natural monopoly by economies of scale13. This property
means that average production costs are decreasing, resulting in a cost advantage for
large power plants over small ones.

In the generation segment of the electricity industry, this property was well exemplified
by the usual huge scale of power plants. The installation cost per megawatt (MW)
decreased continuously from the beginning of the century to the end of the 70s, as long
as the size of the power plant was increasing14. But in the 80s, technological
improvements resulted in efficiency gains such that small generation units, especially
combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT), could be economically sound. Before, a capacity
of 1000 MW was needed to reduce average fixed cost per MW to a competitive level,
now the same average cost can be reached with gas turbine power plants of only
100 MW. For example, the investment cost in CCGT is now between 300 and 600$ per
kilowatt (kW), against a range of 800-1 400$/kW for coal plants (Pfeifenberger et al.,
1997). Figure 1 shows how relatively small gas turbine power plants can be installed at
lower cost per kW of capacity compared to traditional fossil-fueled power plants15.

Figure 1 Size and investment cost of new plants (1996)

This trend allows small producers, either new independent power producers (IPP) or
large industrial consumers, to enter more easily in the generation market. In such a
context, the cost argument of the natural monopoly is harder to maintain, and prospects
for many players generating at low cost seem to be good enough to expect some
competition. On such grounds, the regulator could be removed to let competition brings
prices to their aimed level (i.e. marginal cost).

                                                       
13 For firms producing only one commodity, Baumol (1977) has shown that scale economies are
sufficient to prove that monopoly is the "least costly form of productive organization", so in the case of
electricity we can ignore the subadditivity condition for the cost function.
14 See for example Hunt and Shuttleworth (1996), page 2.
15 Data are taken from Table 14 in the Financial - Investor-Owned Electric Utilities section of the Energy
Information Administration web site (www.eia.doe.gov).
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However, to give a complete picture of the cost structure in the electricity sector, one
should also mention the structure of marginal cost of production. With the initial
investment cost, they represent the dominant economic factor in the choice of a
generating technology. As a rough characterization of the structure of marginal costs, it
can be said that the more expensive the production unit is (high investment cost), the
cheaper it is to produce (low marginal costs). Figure 2 presents this relation16.

Figure 2 Investment and marginal production cost

Figure 1 and 2 lead to the following comment. If new entries are only made with fossil
fueled and gas units, then the industry marginal cost of production will rise. As a result,
customer prices, although at marginal cost and in a competitive environment, could
increase in mid and long run. This possible scenario would be due to investment
decisions favoring lower investment cost generation units. However, the fact remains
that entry and production in the electricity industry are economically more open due to
the new technologies.

Another technological argument supports freer electricity markets. This argument is
related to new transmission possibilities. With the development of more efficient
transmissions, exchange of electricity becomes more and more possible. For example
the first line operating at a voltage higher than 700 kV was introduced in 1965 in
Canada and eased the transport of electricity far away from the generating points. New
connections of more than 400 kV between Norway and Germany are planned for the
beginning of the next millennium17, and their technical possibility is a important
element in the potential competition of producers from different countries. Now that
long distance exchanges of power are more easily feasible, removing protection of sales
territory could benefit consumers and increase efficiency in at least two ways. First, by
taking advantage of non-coincidental peak loads, customers of different regions can
have access to cheaper electricity at certain hours. Secondly, increased interconnections
can reduce global capacity requirements while keeping reliability at a similar level,
because available capacity becomes accessible from different regions.

These two advances in technology, competitive smaller generation units and high
voltage transmission lines seem to give a clear ground to reform electricity markets,
from a regulated to a competitive market.

                                                       
16 Data are taken from Table 4 and 14 in the Financial - Investor-Owned Electric Utilities section of the
Energy Information Administration web site (www.eia.doe.gov). Nuclear and hydro investment costs are
estimated.
17 See the data given at www.nordel.org.
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2.4 Implementation of deregulation

Liberalization of the generation segment is the main objective of electricity market
reforms in the hope that prices will tend to the marginal cost of production without any
regulator, as we have seen with the previous arguments. This result maximizes total
welfare and achieves economic efficiency (Gunn, 1997, Varian, 1992). However,
liberalizing the generation sector is only one of the many possibilities that a reform can
achieve, as table 1 shows. Many restructuring moves can be accomplished, and some of
them are usually performed to ease the liberalization of the market, seen as the change
towards a more competitive market.

Table 1 Restructuring possibilities

Market structure

Monopoly Competition

Generation

Coordination of sale

System operation

Transmission

Distribution

Vertical
integration

Supply

Private

Ownership

Governmental

Horizontal integration

In the center of table 1 are the main levels of the electricity sector, where all physical
and informational activities take place. Many possible reforms are feasible and are
presented in numerous places (e.g. Yajima, 1997, OECD, 1997b). They correspond to
different realizations of reforms done within the framework described in this table. It is
not our purpose to go through all these possibilities again (any combination of market
structure, ownership, horizontal and vertical integration being possible at each of the six
level of the industry), and enough is said by mentioning what are the most common
forms of actual reforms.

For the physical activities occurring at the generation, transmission and distribution
levels, competition is usually only discussed for the generation level, as natural
monopoly features still characterize transmission and distribution. To introduce
competition, horizontal disintegration of large utilities or changes in the law (to make
entry legal) are used.

At the other three levels, coordination of sales, system operation and supply, where
informational activities are carried out, competition usually occurs only in (retail)
supply, and has been introduced in several countries (see section 3). It is in this level
that the energy part of the electricity service (distinct from the transport and distribution
parts) is managed. Coordination of sales can be done through two means: over the
counter bilateral contracts or spot markets. Spot markets are pooling production and sell
it to buyers. This pooling can be mandatory (as in the British system) or parallel to
direct bilateral contracts between sellers and buyers. At that level, competition could
occur only if different spots markets are active in the same region, which is usually not
the case, as an official spot market is designated. Within the pool, many mechanisms
can be used to fix the price. Different bidding and auctioning systems can be developed,
but we again refer to other works for detailed description of these, because this kind of
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review is outside the scope of this work (see Hunt and Shuttleworth, 1996, Yajima,
1997). Finally, system operation is responsible for the physical dispatch of electricity
from power plants to distribution systems, through transmission lines and transformers.
System operation is mainly an informational business because it has to gather
information about inflows and demand, respecting the constraints of the physical
systems. No responsibility is assumed for generating electricity, and the physical
transportation and distribution assets don't have to be under its ownership. Indeed, in the
United States, the FERC is promoting a system with an Independent System Operator
(ISO) only managing the system, without being the owner of any physical assets
(transportation and distribution wires). They would remain under utilities' ownership.
This level of the business has still to be kept centralized and thus regulated.

2.5 Assessment of deregulation

In order to make the right choice among the different regulatory reform possibilities, an
assessment of their expected outcome can be useful. Two methodologies can be used to
obtain this assessment, econometrics and simulation.

The econometric approach

In this approach, one starts from empirical data taken from different market structures
and constructs an explanatory model for variables of interest. As the total welfare is not
easily observable (mainly because of the problematic nature of consumer surplus), more
tangible variables need to be studied in this assessment of the differences between
different market. The more common variables are production cost and price level. If a
specific feature of the market can be linked with low prices or production cost, then
evidence has been found that this feature should be considered in a market reform.

Kwoka (1996) and Pollitt (1997) both survey many empirical studies on these two
variables for different market situations. These situations correspond to different market
structures of the electricity industry, and give at least an indication of the results
foreseeable if on reform is implemented. We will review their results in section 4.2.

The simulation approach

Another way to assess the relevance of a reform is to simulate different market
structures and see how the variables of interest (usually again production cost and
prices) behave in each possibility. This methodology has been used in U.S. Department
of Energy (1998a) to furnish data supporting the CECA. Academic research also
contributed to this approach (see Bolle, 1992, Green, 1996, or von der Fehr and
Harbord, 1993). It will be reviewed in section 4.3.

The basic principle of this approach is to build an analytical model integrating the main
characteristics of the situation of interest and then to study the solution obtained. In our
case, the level of competition is of interest and is usually assessed through a comparison
of market price marginal cost. Competitive market models then serve to illustrate what
happens in the case of pure competition. Oligopolistic models are useful to give more
realistic depictions of accessible market options (since pure competition is only an ideal
target).
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2.6 Conclusion

We have seen that the explicit goal of reforms in introducing competition18. It assumes
implicitly that price will tend to marginal cost, and that cost will move to their minimal
level. Stated in other term, the main target of deregulation is to improve efficiency by
creating a market structure where price should naturally reach marginal production cost,
and where costs are driven to their minimal level. In the following, we present the
market structure of different countries after their reform. We describe in details the
Finnish electricity market to give a complete illustration of one implemented reform.

3. Implemented reforms: focus on the Finnish case

Many countries have already gone through electricity market reforms. We start this
section by reviewing some of their key features and results (Table 2).

Table 2 Market structure in 1998 for some pioneer countries
Countries

Important features California Great
Britain

Chile New
Zealand

Norway Finland

Vertical disintegration
p = with privatization

•
p

•
p

• • •

Horizontal disintegration
p = with privatization

•
p

•
p

Competition in generation • • • • • •

Spot market
m = mandatory pool

• •
m m

• • •

System operation Independent ELDC
Transmission assets

Owner Utilities
NGC

Transelec
Transpower Statnett Fingrid

System operation Nonprofit
organization

Gvt.
AgencyType of organization

Owner Private

Privatly
owned by

distributors
Private

State firm State firm Utilities,
state,

investors

Competition in transmission • •
(withdraw)

Competition in distribution

Competition in retail supply • • • •

Main references Bushnell
& Oren
(1997)

Newbery
& Green
(1996)

Rudnick
& Raineri

(1997),
Spiller &
Martorell
(1996),
Yajima
(1997)

Read
(1997)

Bråten
(1997)

Ministry
of Tade

and
Industry
(1997a)

Table 2 shows that in almost all cases, the reforms contained some vertical
disintegration, to separate generation from transmission. Indeed, in all countries except
California and Chile, where an Independent System Operator (ISO) was created,
transmission assets and system operation have been separated from generation, to avoid
any privilege in transmission. In California, system operation is carried by the ISO even
if the property of the transmission lines remains to the previous owners (utilities). It is
also worth mentioning that in Chile, investment in transmission is open to anyone and
                                                       
18 We have nevertheless to acknowledge that other targets are also sometimes stated (to give more choice
to customers, to improve customer service and reliability, etc.), but they appear to be of marginal
importance in the reform process.
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that some competition do take place in that sector between the major transmission
company, Transelec, and other smaller ones (Rudnick and Raineri, 1997). System
operation in Chili is planned by the Economic Load Dispatch Center (ELDC), which is
an entity ruled by the National Energy Commission (CNE). In Finland, as seen below,
competition in transmission has been ended. Spot markets were also created with all
reforms, except in Chili were competition is done through contracts only (Yajima,
1997). But as in England and Wales, a mandatory pool allows the ELDC to calculate a
system marginal cost, which serve as a basis for the market price. When a spot market is
active, the spot price directly gives a public reference price.

Detailed description of all reforms can be found in many references (some are given in
table 1.2), except for the Finnish case that has been covered in relatively few papers.
The only two known by the author are Ministry of Trade and Industry (1997a) and
Rännäri (1995), which have not been widely accessible. To try correct this situation and
to have one example at hand to analyze electricity reforms, we chose to present more
extensively the Finnish electricity market reform.

3.1 Pre-reformed Finnish electricity industry

The Finnish electricity industry is unique due to its historical development, and this has
induced uncommon reforms. Indeed, at the beginning of the century, Finland was far
from being an industrialized country, and the GNP per capita was clearly below the one
of western European or other Nordic countries19. All the electricity technology had to be
imported and wood was still the major energy source. From that original state, a modern
and diversified electricity industry arose, as efficient as the one of countries initially
much more developed. For a complete account of the historical development of the
Finnish electricity industry, we refer to Myllyntaus (1991). Here we review the more
recent regulatory changes that took place in 1995 with the Electricity Market Act
(EMA).

Generation and coordination of sales levels

In Finland, generation has always been a multi-player business. Even with a state-
owned company (Imatran Voima Oy, or IVO) that dominates generation with more than
30% of the total production capacity (approximately 5 000 MW20), other smaller
utilities were already important before deregulation with a capacity of nearly
4 000 MW. Distribution companies (2 000 MW), as well as industries (2 400 MW) were
also producing.

Wholesale market was in theory open, but in practice dominated by IVO and limited by
the long-term contracts and the difficult access to the grid. Nevertheless, industries and
distributors were allowed to produce and to sell, thus limiting the monopoly power of
IVO. Small private pools operated to dispatch in an efficient merit order, under the
leadership of IVO and other producers. To ensure high level reliability of the system, a
discipline of cooperation and self-regulation was maintained between the different
parties. It means that no regulatory board such as the North American Electricity
Reliability Council (NERC) ever existed.

Another specificity of the Finnish electricity industry is the diversity of the production
technologies in use. Nuclear (27%), hydro (17%) and all types of thermal units are
exploited, with as much as 32% of electricity coming from Combined Heat and Power

                                                       
19 With 100 being the GNP per capita level of Finland in 1910, U.K. was above 200, Belgium and
Germany around 170 and Sweden and Norway at 130 (Myllyntaus, 1991, page 10).
20 All capacity shares are taken from Ministry of Trade and Industry (1997b).
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production (CHP)21, making Finland a leader in this technology. Remaining electricity
comes from other thermal units and imports. As soon as 1989, no construction permit
was needed for power station of capacity less than 250 MW. Nuclear power and
hydropower productions are nevertheless subject to specific laws for environmental
concerns. Foreign trades of electricity also need a license.

Transmission and operation control levels

A very uncommon feature of the Finnish electricity industry compared to the worldwide
situation was, at that time, the presence of competition in the transmission network.
Indeed, two companies, IVO and Pohjolan Voima (PVO) owned and operated most of
the transmission lines, with some parallel links in certain locations. From 1992 to 1997,
subsidiaries companies of IVO and PVO, respectively IVS and Teollisuuden
Voimansiirto (TVS), had to manage their transmission activities.

TVS had the objective to minimize the cost of a consortium of generators who wanted
to avoid the use of IVO's network. Hence, no real open access to third party was
available from this network, which was also limited in length. IVS network was open to
third parties and the transmission pricing system used is described in table 322.

Table 3 Transmission pricing structure of IVS
Duration Component Variants

Long-term contracts
(S-2000 pricing)

5-10 years • Fixed fees (FIM / input-output
points / month).

• Power fees (FIM / MW /
month).

• Distance relative fees (FIM /
MWkm / month).

• If transmission goes through
a densely populated area.

• If contracts were of a shorter
length.

Spot transactions temporary • Fixed and variable components.

All spot transactions were subordinate to the long-term contracts, so that they took place
only if there was no conflict with them. The level of fees was fixed such that the
forecast average cost plus a adequate profit was realized by IVS. Some limits on these
fees were nevertheless naturally introduced by the fear of some entry in transmission.
Indeed, construction of new lines was open to anyone, and IVS had the obligation in
such a case to link them with the existing network.

This pricing practice limited spot transactions and was not giving a efficiency signal to
the sender of electricity, because no short-term indication was given on the losses and
constraints of a particular transmission.

At the operating level, these elements have to be said about IVS behavior:

• Losses of transmission were compensated by IVS' electricity purchases
according to anticipated use of the network. This was made at IVS own risk.

• Cooperation with other networks was done whenever it could avoid losses.

• When lines were constrained, or near full capacity, no long-term contracts
were made. Only some spot agreement could be agreed on.

• In peak periods, out-of-merit power was bought (by IVS) at the destination
node if congestion in a line prevented respect of all transmission contracts.

This transmission pricing practice precludes full efficiency for the following reasons.
First, as IVO was the main user of its own grid but was not applying its transmission
pricing scheme for its production. The global efficiency efforts in transmission pricing
                                                       
21 These percentages come from FINERGY (1997).
22 Source: Ministry of Trade and Industry (1997b).
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were consequently smoothed out. Indeed, the economic signals contained in the
transmission price were not apparent in the price of energy sold. Furthermore, these
signals could only be of really limited scope because they did not reflect the
continuously (or at least hourly) changes in the network. Marginal losses and
constrained caused by a particular transaction could not be taken into account.

Distribution and retail supply levels

About 100 distribution companies23 owned mainly by municipalities were operating in
their local (and exclusive) territory. Between their network and the high-voltage
transmission network, some regional networks are in operation, linking the national grid
to the distribution networks. Table 4 shows the number of different owners and the
voltage of the three types of networks before 1997.

Table 4 Number of owners and voltage level of the different networks24

Level Number of
players

Voltage

Distribution network 113 0,4-20 kV
Regional network 10 30-110 kV
Transmission lines 2 110 kV and over

Construction of lines was already open to anyone, but acceptance from the Ministry of
Trade and Industry (Electricity Market Authority after 1995) was required for lines
exceeding 110 kV. In their territory, distribution companies could build lines without
special permission, as required for project on other territories. Pricing principles of the
distribution and regional networks did not change after 1995. They will be discussed
later.

Distribution companies had a monopoly over their territory, such that retail customers
were captive. From 1988 to 1995, the Office of Free Competition (OFC) monitored
their pricing, on a "reasonable profitability" basis.

Regulator role

Under the system we described in the previous sections, only one organization acted as
a regulator, the Ministry of Trade and Industry. OFC's role is only to react on
complaints and to monitor "free competition". The following points can summarize the
Ministry's main tasks, in the electricity sector:

• Delivering licenses for nuclear production.

• Delivering licenses for transmission lines of and over 110 kV.

• Giving judgment in case of complaint on transmission prices in the three
networks and abuse of monopoly power in distribution.

• Monitoring imports.

These are limited fields of action, compared to the traditional role of a usual regulatory
agency. In most countries, regulators usually have some control over new production
capacities, prices and levels of profits for companies involved in generation,
transmission and distribution. The monitoring of the Ministry was mainly reactive and
relied on cooperation of the players. Indeed, no explicit and detailed rules to follow are
written.

                                                       
23 Between 1987 and 1997, this number was reduced by more than one third, from 157 to about 100
(Ministry of Trade and Industry, 1997b).
24 Source: Electricity Market Authority (1997).
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3.2 Opening of the Finnish electricity market

As seen in section 1.3, it was mainly pressures from the worldwide market integration
and the European energy policy (see also EU, 1995), combined with the desire to fully
participate in the Norwegian/Swedish electricity market, that led to some reforms in the
Finnish electricity market.

The common market place for Sweden and Norway, and its major coordinating tool, is
the Nord Pool, which started in 1996. Finland and Denmark are active in this pool, but
not as full participants because their domestic market is still considered too different to
stand on an equal foot with the Swedish and Norwegian ones in the Nord Pool. Some
border fees are for example still imposed on exchanges. We now retrace the moves
made by Finland to integrate this international electricity market place, the first one of
its kind.

The Electricity Market Act

Adopted during the summer of 1995, the Electricity Market Act (EMA) had the
following objective. Increase efficiency and competition in generation and transmission
in order to be ready for an opening of the Finnish electricity market to international
competition (mainly from other Nordic countries) and to conform to the EU policy
energy directives25.

The EMA led to the following results:

• Creation of the Electricity Market Authority - 1995. It is "an independent
expert body subordinate to the Ministry of Trade and Industry"26 supervising
transmission pricing and delivering licenses for transmission operations.

• Gradual opening of network. In 1995 open access was given to lines over
500 kW, and to all lines at the beginning of 1997 (see Creation of Fingrid
below).

• Creation of EL-EX - 1995. This formal and independent power exchange
organization eases trade of electricity by offering standard spot contracts.
Basic contracts are of one hour, and they can be grouped to form block of
various lengths.

• Unbundling of tariffs - 1996. Tariffs shown to customers have to separate
as much as possible the different components of the delivery of electricity,
namely energy, transmission and measurement.

• Unbundling of book keeping - 1996. Companies involved in both
generation and distribution have to keep separate account for each activities.

• Reform of taxation - 1997. The new tax focuses on consumption instead of
production, in harmony with the situation in other Nordic countries.

• Creation of Fingrid - 1997. This independent company was then created to
operate the transmission network in a neutral mode. More details are given
below.

• Complete opening of the market - 1997. From the beginning of 1997, all
customers had the possibility to choose their supplier. However, in practice,
a costly metering system (5 000 to 10 000 FIM27) was needed, and only large

                                                       
25 See Ministry of Trade and Industry (1997b) and Fingrid (1997).
26 Electricity Market Authority (1997)
27 Five Finnish Marks (FIM) are approximately equivalent to one US dollar.
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consumers could really select this option. Since fall 1998, such meter is not
necessary anymore. A "load profile" billing system is used, in which the
residential customers are classified in different load profiles close to their
real load pattern, and charged according to this profile.

The EMA improved the market structure to bring it closer to the principles of free
market and to the practice of the other Nordic countries. Before describing in more
detail changes and actual practices in different levels of the industry, we present two
sectors where the EMA had remarkably low impact. The first one is the nuclear sector
and the second one trades.

Conversely to other deregulation cases, significant and non-decreasing use of nuclear
power remained in generation after the EMA. Nuclear power is indeed fading in many
countries (United States, Canada and United Kingdom) because of some difficulties to
integrate such production units in the free market28. It is noteworthy that in Finland
nuclear power stayed sustainable. This situation can be explained by a successful choice
of reactor technology, efficient management and adequate regulation on safety and
licensing (Hjalmarsson, 1996). We can also mention that nuclear power in Finland was
developed in a context of low regulation, so that the financial plans for investment in
this technology were not deeply affected by market restructuring.

The EMA also had a very limited influence on trades, where all previous type of trade
remained in use. These types of trade are:

• Bilateral contracts. A seller and a buyer make a private agreement for the
supply of electricity. This mainly covers base load needs, and is generally
done on a mid- or long-term basis. Most of trades are still made under this
kind of contracts.

• Official spot markets. The Finnish spot market EL-EX created at the time
of the EMA, now part of the Nord Pool, only covers approximately 10 to
15% of the traded electricity29.

• Private pool. For immediate and small adjustment of supply, private pools
are used, constituted by different competitors. They collaborate in this
continuous exchange pool to minimize their own dispatch cost. In March
1998, three private pools were operating in Finland.

As it can be seen, we presented the trading places in a decreasing time horizon of
contracts. In the first one, agreements could be made for years, in the last one, for
minutes.

As bilateral contracts still cover the majority of power exchanges, less intense
competition is taking place in the spot market. This situation will change with the
progressive end of the contracts. At that time (1999-2000), buying in the spot market
could be more interesting for bulk customers than having a fixed contract with one
producer, and all new contracts will be linked to the spot price.

Change in the transmission segment

It is the transmission sector who was the most affected by the EMA. This is so because
transmission has to be impartial and fully open to give all the players the same
opportunities to transport outputs of trades. Independence was realized by merging the
two existing grids in one national network, and by changing the ownership structure.
                                                       
28 An explanation of this could be linked to the particular cost structure of nuclear power and to the
investment risk involved. See Kidd (1998) for more on this topic.
29 See Nordel (1998) for information on the volume traded in the Finnish spot market in 1997.
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The result was the creation of Fingrid, a private company operating, maintaining and
developing the high-voltage transmission lines.

We first describe here the main characteristics of Fingrid and its central role, then we
give an overview of the transmission pricing used, and finally we discuss the investment
issue in the grid.

Fingrid

Fingrid is the operator of the national transmission network of Finland, which "carries"
all electricity at a voltage equal or higher than 110 kV. The company owns 13 600 km
of lines, representing almost all the transmission lines of Finland and all the cross-
border lines. Starting its operations in September 1997 after the merger of the
transmission assets of IVO and PVO, Fingrid is now owned at an equal level of 25% by
IVO and PVO, the state (12%) and by institutional investors (38%), which have no
other interests in the electricity business. This type of ownership is distinct from the one
in other countries30.

Fingrid plays a central role in the free operation of the market for two reasons. The first
is that an open access to transmission lines is crucial for competition to take place.
Indeed, if one player only controls the network, he has the power to limit electricity
transactions and can then prevent competition to take place, if ever this is to his
advantage. The second reason is more related to the development of the market in
Nordic countries. The official electricity trading place of Norway and Sweden, Nord
Pool, is owed in equal share by Statnett and Svenska Kraftnat, the national grid
companies of these countries. In order to integrate Finland in this common free market,
Fingrid has also to have an equal participation in Nord Pool. The goal is to integrate
transactions taking place EL-EX to those of Nord Pool. A first move in this direction
was done when Fingrid bought EL-EX in February 1998, preparing the combination of
the two pools. Now Finland constitutes a distinct price-zone for the Nordic spot price of
electricity defined in the Nord Pool, and EL-EX does not exist on its own anymore.

Coordination of electricity transactions and transmissions can be done efficiently by this
co-ownership of the pool and the grid. Neutrality in the network is possible if no player
has a dominant participation and if transmission prices are non-discriminatory. We
further investigate this last point in the next section.

The transmission pricing system

Fingrid introduced in November 1998 a new simpler transmission tariff, replacing the
previous "point-tariff" principle used only since 1997 (see appendix). This tariff gives
access to the whole transmission network, independently of the destination. The four
components of the fee, all in FIM/kWh, are (Fingrid 1998):

• Marketplace charge. (Fixed charge) All users connected to the grid pay this
charge, independent of their usage of the grid. The charge is based on their
consumption "behind" the connection point. The rational for this charge is to
pay for the possibility of using the grid for trade.

• Use of grid charge. (Variable charge) Two time periods are defined for this
variable charge, winter weekdays and other days.

• Loss charge. (Variable charge) To compensate for transmission losses, all
input and output to the grid have to pay a fee for losses. On winter
weekdays, this charge is higher for output from the grid, but otherwise it is
similar for all users.

                                                       
30 See Table 2.
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• System service charge. (Fixed charge) In order to cover operations costs
and system balance, this charge applies to all consumption behind the
connection point.

Each owner of a connection point pays this fee to Fingrid. Transmission cost, profits
and future investment needs are included in the fee. Some other fees are paid for
regional and distribution network services. The Electricity Market Authority, mandated
to react in case of excess pricing from the network operator, monitors the pricing level
and discriminating effects. He applies rules of "reasonable" pricing for "reasonable"
profit to the owners.

As one can see, this pricing structure is much similar to the previous one (see table 3),
except that it is no longer distance dependant. The main criticism that can be done is
then the same: tariffs are fixed. No signal of the current effect on the network (and thus
the actual marginal cost) is given to the transmissions, preventing the full efficiency in
the network. But one can also say that customers appreciate the simplicity of the tariff
structure and that as far as no capacity limits are presents all economic trades can be
done. So the possible gains in efficiency from a better tariff structure may not outweigh
the efficiency created by simplicity.

Long term development of the network

Fingrid has in its duties to maintain and develop the network. Investment has then to be
directed for that purpose. The situation in Finland is one of excess transmission
capacity, and a yearly investment of FIM 250 million is done to maintain this situation.
Free access to cross-border transmission lines is also a goal of Fingrid, to allow
international transactions and competition.

Reliability criteria and the aim of developing the market place are the main objectives of
investment decisions. Developing the market place is understood by Fingrid as a
requirement to always offer capacity for trade. If no capacity is available in the short run
(bottleneck), then Fingrid will buy electricity at a point of the network in order to allow
the initial trade to take place, as agreed by the two parties. If such a situation remains in
the long run, the Fingrid undertakes some capacity additions.

The regional and local distribution segment

The lower voltage networks operate in exclusive territories, and apply a pricing
principle close to the one of Fingrid. They are also subject to the conclusions of the
Electricity Market Authority who watches for reasonable price and profit.

The distribution segment is now just a wire business, because retail competition is
completely open to any seller. Takeovers of distribution companies by generation ones
occurred, because up to the fall of 1998, distributors were the exclusive sellers of
electricity. The retail market knowledge and information on customers they possess,
such as local load pattern, is indeed the pinpoint of success and profitability for sellers.
That explains the appetite of generators for these businesses. The acquisition of
distributors by generators is not, in 1998, subject to any law nor to the approval of the
Electricity Market Authority. However, such vertical integration could moderate
competition or even to some extend annihilate it, because of possible collusion. This is
of course against deregulation's spirit. This issue is actually discussed by the parliament
of Finland, and some new legislation could limit the participation of sellers in the
ownership of distributors.
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The role of the regulatory agency in the energy market

The only "regulator" in Finland is the Electricity Market Authority, but its role is closer
to the one of an arbitrator. This agency is subordinate to the Ministry of Trade and
Industry, but acts independently. The ministry names the director of this agency.
Mandatory tasks consist in delivering transmission licenses to network operators
(national, regional and local) and monitoring transmission pricing practices of the 120
firms involved in network operation. A staff of less than 10 persons does this work. The
agency gets its financing from the government, licensing fees and annual fee paid by
each network operator, linked to its volume of activity.

As we already mentioned, no explicit pricing rules are used to judge the adequacy a
transmission price proposed by a firm. The price should simply be at a "reasonable"
level.

No other area of the electricity market is regulated except nuclear, which are still
controlled. New generation projects have only to get an environmental authorization.
Trading is free, and the only constrained components of the price paid by customers are
the transmission and distribution components, that have to be "reasonable" and respect
the general lines of the OFC and the Electricity Market Authority.

3.3 Future moves

The next steps in the Finnish deregulation process are the following:

• End of cross-border fee. Exchanges with Norway and Sweden will be fully
free when no tax will be imposed on transmission across the border.

• Integration with the European electricity market.

4. Analysis of electricity regulatory reforms

4.1 Analysis of the Finnish case

At least three features in the Finnish "regulated" electricity industry were very
uncommon compared to other countries:

• the high diversity in the generation, in terms of technologies and number of
producers led to significant competition;

• the transmission field was not a monopoly;

• no regulatory agency was active, because reasonable and cooperative
behavior could be expected.

We can see that the argumentation developed in section 2 to ground deregulation does
not perfectly apply to the Finnish case. Indeed, there was already no monopoly
preventing competition to take place and no dedicated bureau was regulating the
market. However, the EMA allowed some significant improvement in the level of
competition in the industry, mainly by the changes made in the transmission level.
Unifying the network cut the inefficiencies of the two previous ones, and introducing
open access eliminated the strategic positions some players had due to their ownership
of transmission assets. More competition resulted from the reform, as aimed.

However, if competition level has improved, does it mean that marginal cost pricing and
efficient markets will follow directly? We develop here three points that could prevent a
positive answer to this question in the Finnish market.
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Transmission pricing practice

If the actual transmission pricing is neutral, in the sense that it is the same for all users,
it is nevertheless not always a perfect promoter of competition, because the transmission
price does not reflect the real economic value of each transmission. For example, all
users pay the same loss charge for their transactions although each of them has a
different impact on real losses (and could even avoid losses). Thus, some inefficiency is
introduced in the market.

A scientific literature is considering the subject of an efficient transmission pricing
system (see Chao and Peck, 1996 and 1997, Hogan, 1992, and Hogan et al. 1996). The
main idea of these works is to sell transmission rights at the economic value of the
marginal transmission. These rights are in these frameworks the income of the grid. But
such a system implies that non-congested lines are not creating any revenue, because the
marginal cost of transmission is then zero (if we neglect losses). The grid owner, in
order to have revenue and make profit, would then have interest to have congested lines.
Few incentives for capacity expansion would result of such a system, and even if
motivation were there, revenues induced by the transmission rights would probably not
cover the investment costs. A parallel system of charge would be necessary for
maintenance and development of the network.

These last important problems and the complexities involved in other types of pricing
offer some grounds for Fingrid's practices. However, by ignoring marginal cost of
transmission, the actual pricing can not achieve complete economic efficiency.

Market power

In order to be competitive, the market should be free of large, dominant players. Having
a large number of players is usually necessary for this. When too few are present, an
oligopoly assumption can prevail to describe the market. In Finland, as we have seen
previously, a small number of important players that can rule the market to a certain
extent.

Another concern is the vertical integration of distributors with producers. Since
distributors still control a large share of the retail market, such merger could reduce
competition.

In a deregulated market, if not enough players are present, then competition does not
really take place and the implicit goal of marginal cost prices is not achieved. This is
probably by far the biggest concern one can have about electricity market reforms, and
calls for careful attention by market authority.

New regulatory office

Paradoxically, even if deregulation is meant to remove regulation and unnecessary
bureaucracy, the creation of a new regulatory office is usually unavoidable. Indeed, in
Finland where no special bureau ever exited to monitor the electricity industry, one was
created in 1995 with the EMA. It is there to insure that no abuse is made by player and
that they keep a "reasonable" level of pricing, a behavior that was mostly natural in the
former Finnish regulated market.

In his attempt to illustrate the positive aspects of the UK electricity reform, Newbery
(1998) concludes by saying "that the price of an efficient and competitive electricity
industry is eternal vigilance by the competitive authorities". The goal of having natural
low electricity prices by competitive pressure seems then to be difficult to reach. The
cost of this eternal vigilance should not be neglected, even if a reliable estimate would
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surely be difficult to obtain. However, it should also be kept in mind that this regulatory
cost will always be marginal compared to the overall turnover of the industry.

The Finnish example showed how a reform improved the level of competition, while
keeping some features preventing complete efficiency to be reached. A legitimate
question would then be the following. Which kind of possible reform illustrated in table
1.1 could bring the market the nearest to the maximal efficiency? As a start to answer
this question, we will now review results from the two assessing methods we have
introduced in section 2.5.

4.2 Results from the econometric approach

Many empirical researches have focused on the impact of different structure on cost
behavior and price level. Kwoka (1996) reviews evidences on performance found in
many of these researches with respect to private property, vertical integration and
competition in supply. He analyzes himself these issues for the U.S. market. Pollitt
(1997) reports findings of similar studies. Here we list, in table 5, their conclusions.
This overview allows one to see what kind of signal the assessment of different market
structure gives.

Table 5 Conclusions of surveys

Kwoka (1996) Pollitt (1997)

1. On average, public distribution firms
have lower cost and prices than
private ones. However, private
generating firms are found to have
lower cost.

2. There are significant economies from
vertical integration between
generation and distribution. Private
firms are more prone to realize these
savings.

3. In supply, competition results in
lower prices for consumers.

1. Privatization gives productivity gains.

2. Privatization reduces incentive to
invest.

3. Restructuring and privatization has an
important cost assumed by the
government.

4. Deregulation has a mixed
environmental impact

5. Regulatory framework has an
important impact on the outcome of
privatization.

6. Restructuring has a redistributional
effect that favors shareholders, at the
cost of government and consumers.

From the conclusions given in table 5, it can be said that empirical findings do not give
a strong signal in favor of privatization and a mixed signal for restructuring. General
recommendations are hard to reach because inference from these conclusions cannot be
done so directly. However, vertical integration, competition in supply, public ownership
in distribution and private in generation seem to be some good avenues to lower costs
and prices. The difficulty is to succeed to have them all at the same time, without
creating large utilities needing constant monitoring.

Another review of deregulated electricity market (Walker and Lough, 1997) associates
electricity price reduction to different factors independent of electricity reforms. The
main factor identified is the general price reduction of primary energy sources (coal, oil
and gas) used in generation. The decrease in electricity prices could then at least
partially be explained by this factor, removing the credits attributed to market reforms.
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Concerning the main goal of reform, introduction of competition, it can be said that the
observations reviewed here do not directly contradict its implementation. But once
implemented, will competition always be effective? This would be true if market power
had no impact. Different studies have interesting results on this issue. We review some
of them in the following section.

4.3 Results from the simulation approach

Instead of looking backward to assess what happen, as in the econometric approach,
another strategy is to try to foresee how the market could behave if different structures
were prevailing. This is what the simulation approach is doing, by building models
characterizing new features of the market to give insight in possible outcomes.

One of the most recent uses of this method can be found in the supporting analysis of
the American CECA (U.S. Department of Energy, 1998a). The CECA is a bill aiming to
give a federal regulatory framework favoring retail competition in the American
electricity sector. A perfect competition model of the electricity market is built, with
links to other energy models, to assess the advantages of perfect competition and other
features of the CECA over a status quo scenario. Since this model has been published as
a supporting analysis for more competition, it is not surprising that the perfect
competition scenario gives significantly better results than the status quo. Price
decreases are obtained in all states and environmental issues face better prospect under
the proposal.

However, it could be the case that all conditions to have a perfectly competitive market
in electricity, as modeled, will not be met. In such circumstances, simulation of
oligopolistic markets could be of interest to see how market power can influence the
market price. Especially in an industry dominated by monopolies for a long period of
time and with still some scale economies (at least in production cost, see table 2), a
limited number of firms will probably be a characteristic of the market. The
oligopolistic hypothesis is then not completely irrelevant. Many papers have dealt with
the issues of market power in electricity market. Among many others are Bolle (1992),
von des Fehr and Harbour (1993), Newbery (1995), Green (1996), Brennan and Melanie
(1998). All these simulations use model of actual electricity market in realistic settings
and representative number of players. They all conclude that marginal cost pricing is not
reached with the observed number of player, as the result of manipulated market price.
Consequently, market efficiency is never reached.

The straightforward solution of this problem is to increase the number of players
(electricity producers), by splitting existing firms or encouraging entry of new ones. The
former option seems to be difficult to apply in a context where international competition
is growing and ask for larger firms31. Newcomers will certainly enter the market,
because entry in the electricity business is easier as we have previously seen with the
technological argument. But will enough entry take place, without cartel formation or
collusion? This question still remains open. It is known, however, that sunk costs are a
significant barrier to entry, and some recent studies suggest also that they favor cartel
formation (Schmitt and Weder, 1998). Even if they are decreasing, initial capital costs
in electricity generation, largely sunk, are still important. Thus, counting on a large
number of new entries might not be too realistic.
                                                       
31 Indeed, for a defined market, many firms are needed to observe competition. But as markets becomes
more and more international, mergers of smaller firms are necessary if they want to be competitive in the
forthcoming international electricity market. For a transition period, it results in the opposite forces of
splitting and merging generating firms, to improve competition in the local electricity market and to
improve their future position in the future international market (see Koster, 1998, for an illustration of this
paradox in the Dutch context).
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5. Conclusion

We have here presented the grounds for deregulation of the electricity industry, from an
official point of view and then from an economical perspective. After reviewing some
international moves, we have described in detail the Finnish case, and explained what
could limit competition. Assessment of different market structures shows that
competition results in lower costs and prices, but market power could prevent to reach
all the expected reductions, as many studies showed.

It is therefore possible to say that reforms in electricity markets do not to have as strong
grounds that official policy documents seem to present, because low prices and cost
efficiency are not the only possible outcomes. However, the status quo is neither
guarantied to give good results, especially in a context where the international trend
seems irrevocable. Policy decisions and planning need to explicitly take into
consideration the kind of limits we have presented here in order to implement reforms
on firm grounds.
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Appendix: The transmission pricing system (1997 - November
1998)

The transmission pricing system used by Fingrid from 1997 to November 1998 follows
a "point-tariff" principle. A fixed fee per MW/h is calculated for each access point of
the network and has to be paid for any load put in the network, independently of the
destination of the electricity (fee is then not distance dependent, contrarily to the
previous IVS's tariff, see table 3). This fixed fee is public and is changed at some
regular time period (yearly). The fee at each access point is calculated according to the
following components:

• Loss charge. This volume dependent fee reflects an estimation of the cost of
the loss caused by an injection of power at one point. It can then have a
positive or negative impact on the total fee. It can vary from -3% to 3% of
the amount of electricity going through the point. It is estimated once a year
through forecasts and has a different value in winter.

• Maketplace charge. This charge can be thought as a variable connection
fee, because it is volume dependent. The word "market place" is justified by
the fact that the grid offers the possibility to trade without any distance
constraints. Even if no trade is made, i.e. no electricity goes through a point,
this charge has to be paid because the potential to use the network is there.

• Use of grid charge. This component reflects, by a two-level price (one for
winter weekday and one for the remaining periods), a "congestion cost" of
the line from the point considered.


